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AB v EM [2020] EWHC 549 (Fam); and

1. Foreign Orders
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1. Foreign Orders (1 of 2)

• Habitual Residence and Wrongful Removal under Article 10 of Council Regulation 
(EC) 2201/2003 (BIIa)

o Article 10 states that “In case of wrongful removal or retention of the child, the 
courts of the Member State where the child was habitually resident immediately 
before the wrongful removal or retention shall retain their jurisdiction until the 
child has acquired a habitual residence in another Member State…”

• Forum Conveniens

o Where there is jurisdiction but there are also proceedings in another country, the 
Court will stay the English proceedings if it can be shown that there is some other 
forum where the case may be more suitably tried for the interests of all parties 
and ends of justice.

• Recognition of foreign orders under common law principles

o Where and order is made in a country where neither BIIa nor the Hague 
Convention 1980 apply then common law principles apply as to whether that 
order will be recognised in England & Wales.
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1. Foreign Orders (2 of 2)

• AB v EM [2020] (Jurisdiction Foreign Custody Order) [2020] EWHC 549 
(Fam)

o Mother brought application in November 2019 for declaration of habitual 
residence and summary return of 4 year old daughter after father 
removed the child to Egypt in April 2019;

o Both parents were Lebanese nationals and both remained resident in 
England & Wales;

o Court had to consider recognition of an order made in Lebanon in 
February 2019 by agreement.

• Key findings:

o That the child had been habitually resident in England & Wales at the 
time the father removed her. The removal was therefore wrongful in 
accordance with Article 10 of BIIa;

o In any event, England and Wales was the most convenient forum to 
determine welfare issues as both parents were here;

o Common law principles applied to whether the Lebanese order should be 
recognised and the Court did not have to recognise that order as: a) 
Orders in respect of children are not final by nature; and b) The welfare 
of the child will be the paramount consideration. 
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Re C1 and C2 (2019) EWHC B15 (Fam)

Re C3 and C4 (2019) EWHC B14 (Fam)

Re N (children) (2019) EWCA Civ 903 

Re P & N (s91(14)): Application for permission to 

apply: appeal) (2019) EWHC 421 (Fam)

2. Section 91(14) Orders 
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2. Section 91(14) orders (1 of 3)

Section 91(14) Children Act 1989 -

‘On disposing of any application for an order under this Act, the court
may (whether or not it makes any other order in response to the
application) order that no application for an order under this Act of any
specified kind may be made with respect to the child concerned by any
person named in the order without leave of the court.’
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2. Section 91(14) orders (2 of 3)

Re C1 and C2 (2019) EWHC B15 (Fam)

• Two applications were made by the father for a child arrangements order
in respect of both children.

• An application was made by the mother for a s91(14) order against the
father preventing him from making any further applications in respect of
the children without leave of the court.

• Key findings:

o Keehan J bore in mind the guidance given by the court of appeal in Re P
(Section 91(14) Guidelines) (Residence and Religious Heritage) [1999] 2
FLR 573

o The making of a s91(14) order is a very serious order and is only to be
made where it is absolutely necessary and where the welfare of the child
or children requires it.

o Keehan J was satisfied that the welfare of the children in this case
required him to impose a s91(14) order upon the father for 2 years, and
he implored the father to seek help to control his temper.
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2. Section 91(14) orders (3 of 3)

Re C3 and C4 (2019) EWHC B14 (Fam)

• The mother applied to extend an existing s91(14) order for a period of 5
years and an extension or making of a new non-molestation order in the
same terms as made in 2016.

• The father sought permission to make a child arrangements application.

• There was a history of repeated and vexatious applications and appeals
by the father.

• Key findings:

o The defects in the father’s personality and his character were such that
he posed a risk of serious emotional and psychological harm to the
mother.

o The s91(14) order was extended for a further two years.

o In the absence of further incidents since 2016, there was no legal basis
for making or extending a non-molestation order.
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Re S (A Child) EWCA Civ 568

3. Parental Alienation
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3. Parental Alienation (1 of 3)

• Parental Alienation:

o “When a child’s resistance/hostility towards on parent is not justified and 
is the result of psychological manipulation by the other parent” Cafcass 
definition.
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3. Parental Alienation (2 of 3)

• Re S (Parental Alienation: Cult) [2020] EWCA Civ 568

o Father appealed decision of HHJ Meston QC not to transfer residence of child to 
him despite the judge making findings of alienation and risk of harm.

o The judge at first instance had made the following findings:

» Universal Medicine is a potentially harmful cult with sinister elements;

» The mother has been an uncritical adherent to the cult;

» The mother has exposed the child to the beliefs and practices of the cult;

» Continued exposure gives risks to harm and alienation from the father;

» Increased anxiety in the child was linked to her becoming to feel that her 
father is different and she might become “ill or lost” if she is not loyal to her 
mother and Universal Medicine beliefs;

» The child feels compelled to hide her beliefs and speaks to her mother 
secretly;

» A process of alienation had begun;

» The child would also suffer some harm if removed from her mother’s care.
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3. Parental Alienation (3 of 3)

• Key findings

o The judge’s findings had been correct and should stand;

o The judge had failed to adequately balance the risks of harm which 
fundamentally undermined his decision;

o The appeal was allowed and remitted for a further hearing limited to 
determine the balance of risks and subsequent events only.
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F v M (appeal) (2019) EWHC 3177 

(Fam)

JH v MF (2020) EWHC 86 (Fam) 

4. Recent Appeals against 

Findings of Fact
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4. Recent Appeals against Findings of Fact (1 of 4)

F v M (appeal) (2019) EWHC 3177 (Fam)

An appeal brought by a father against a determination of fact made by HHJ
Scully at the conclusion of a fact finding hearing conducted in private children
proceedings, concerning the parties’ 2 year old child.

The father challenged the finding that:

“On [date] 2016, at the father's property, an act of sexual intercourse commenced between the
parties, to which they were both in agreement. At some point during intercourse, the mother
changed her mind, whether because of discomfort or the fear of ejaculation or both. The mother
told the father to stop and not to ejaculate inside of her. I find that he did not do so, and by then
the sexual act had ceased to be consensual. In failing to stop and failing to withdraw before
ejaculation against her wishes, by the definition in the Act, the father perpetrated a rape upon the
mother.”
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4. Recent Appeals against Findings of Fact (2 of 4)

F v M (appeal) (cont.)

• Key findings:

o Cobb J noted that appeals against findings of fact are notoriously
difficult, and he would only be able to say that the judge had erred
materially if the answer was ‘demonstrably contrary to the weight of the
evidence’ or ‘the decision-making process can be identified as being
plainly defective so that it can be said that the findings in question are
unsafe’ - Mostyn J at NG v SG (Appeal: Non-Disclosure) [2012] 1 FLR 1211.

o He also pointed out that the fact finding judge has a considerable
advantage over the appellate judge by seeing and hearing the parties
giving evidence. Piglowska v Piglowski [1999] UKHL 27
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4. Recent Appeals against Findings of Fact (3 of 4)

F v M (appeal) (cont.)

o Cobb J found that the conclusion that the mother had been raped did not depend on a finding 
that she had given conditional consent to penetration on the basis that the father would not 
ejaculate inside her. The conclusion was founded on the fact that part way through the sexual 
act, the mother ceased to consent to the act and made this known to the father by requesting 
that he stop. The continued penetration became a serious sexual assault which, in criminal law, 
was classed as rape. 

o The appeal was therefore dismissed.

• The interrelation between the family and criminal jurisdictions

o Reference to the Sexual Offences Act 2003 and the criminal definition of
rape

o Lord Justice McFarlane in Re R [2018] EWCA Civ 198 - ‘it is fundamentally
wrong for the Family Court to be drawn into an analysis of factual
evidence in proceedings relating to the welfare of children based upon
criminal law principles and concepts’
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4. Recent Appeals against Findings of Fact (4 of 4)

JH v MF (2020) EWHC 86 (Fam)

• An appeal from the Central Family Court following a fact-finding trial before
HHJ Tolson QC in proceedings for a child arrangements order. The appellant
mother alleged domestic abuse, including two allegations of rape. The appeal
was allowed and a re-trial ordered.

• Russell J made a number of criticisms of the trial judge, and concluded her
judgment by confirming that a formal request would be made to the Judicial
College for those judges who may hear cases involving allegations of serious
sexual assault in family proceedings to be given training based on that which is
already provided to criminal judges.
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McConnell & Anor, R v The Registrar 

General for England & Wales [2020] 

EWCA Civ 559; and

W, F, C and D (Minors) [2020] 

EWHC279  (QB)

5. Transgender Issues
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Transgender Issues (1 of 3)

• Section 9 of the GRA 2004:

“(1)Where a full gender recognition certificate is issued to a person, the person’s
gender becomes for all purposes the acquired gender (so that, if the acquired
gender is the male gender, the person’s sex becomes that of a man and, if it is
the female gender, the person’s sex becomes that of a woman).

(2)Subsection (1) does not affect things done, or events occurring, before the
certificate is issued; but it does operate for the interpretation of enactments
passed, and instruments and other documents made, before the certificate is
issued (as well as those passed or made afterwards).

(3)Subsection (1) is subject to provision made by this Act or any other enactment
or any subordinate legislation.”

• Section 12 of the GRA 2004: “The fact that a person’s gender has become the 
acquired gender under this Act does not affect the status of the person as the 
father or mother of a child.”

• Article 8 of ECHR

“(1) Everyone has the right to respect for his private and family life, his home and his
correspondence.

(2) There shall be no interference by a public authority with the exercise of this right except such as
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Transgender Issues (2 of 3)

• McConnell & Anor, R (On the Application Of) v The Registrar General for 
England and ales [2020] EWCA Civ 559

o Appeal of judicial review decision by the President of the Family Division 
which related to the Registry Office only allowing the appellant to be 
recorded as “mother” on a child’s birth certificate;

o Appellant was a male who had transitioned from the female gender 
including obtaining a Gender Recognition Certificate under the Gender 
Recognition Act 2004 for which a diagnosis of gender dysmorphia is 
required. 

o They had subsequently given birth to a child and objected to having to be 
recorded as “mother” on the child’s birth certificate.

o They argued that interpretation of Sections 9(1) and 12 of the GRA could 
be interpreted to allow him to be registered as “father”, “parent” or 
“gestational Parent” but, if not, then the law was incompatible with his 
rights under the ECHR;

o The President had found that the decision reflected a correct 
interpretation of the law and was not incompatible with either the 
appellant’s or the child’s human rights.

o The Court of Appeal upheld the President’s decision. The law had been 
correctly applied and to find otherwise would amount to judicial 
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Transgender Issues (3 of 3)

• W, F C, and D (minors) (Name changes disclosing gender reassignment and 
other matters)(Rev 1) [2020] EWHC 279 (QB)

o Re W - Deed poll process required publication of the full old and new names in the London 
Gazette which was found could result in “outing” of children who have changed gender contrary 
to s 22. Of the GRA 2004. The Court concluded that this was incompatible with the child’s Article 8 
rights and suggested that the first names could be omitted (for both adults and children) and the 
court file marked private;

o Re F - Involved a 17 year old child who had transition.  The deed poll process required  a child of 
16 to confirm their consent but offered no practical way for consent to be provided. The 
application was referred back to the family for approval of the child to be sought.

o In Re C & D - A mother applied to change her children’s names because their father (who had PR) 
had been convicted of sexual assault and had family. The Court made various observations which 
highlighted the inadequacy of suitable guidance in this area which included:

•The procedure did not require an assessment of wishes and feelings of children under the 
age of 16;

•Parents should consider the Family Court as an alternative to the Deed Poll procedure due to 
its private nature; and

•PR is not readily understood by parents and guidance would be preferable.

•These cases, as with McConnell, highlight difficulty in applying current law to new situations.
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AB v CD (2019) EWHC 695 (Fam) 

AB v CD (No2) (2019) EWHC 2244 (Fam)

6. Paternity Deceit 
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6. Paternity Deceit (1 of 2)

AB v CD (2019) EWHC 695 (Fam)

The case concerned a boy (C) who believed AB (the husband of his mother) to be
his father. C was conceived whilst the mother was having an affair with X who
was his biological father. The identity of X was not known to the court, nor to
AB.

AB sought an order for the mother to disclose X's identity so that C could be told
that AB was not his genetic father, and the identity of X. The mother objected
to C being told anything at his age.

• Key findings:

o The guardian’s recommendation – as supported by AB – was that C should be told sooner
rather than later that AB was not his biological father. Cohen J agreed with this approach,
however the much more difficult issue was whether X’s identity should be disclosed to C and if
so, when.

o Cohen J prepared a letter to X seeking answers, to be sent to him by the mother’s solicitors.
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6. Paternity Deceit (2 of 2)

AB v CD (No2) (2019) EWHC 2244 (Fam)

o This further judgment focussed on X’s response to the letter sent to him, whether this would
change Cohen J’s previous decision and if not, how and when C should be told about X’s
identity.

o X had responded by confirming that he did not recognise the jurisdiction of the courts of
England and Wales to deal with the matter and that the allegations “have no iota of truth
whatsoever”.

o An ISW was instructed to assist and advise the parties in breaking the truth to C.

o Cohen J concluded that C should be told that AB was not his genetic father, however the
mother must only reveal the identity of X as and when the ISW decided that it was right to. At
that time, and not before, AB must also be told of X’s identity.

o The time at which C should be told of X’s identity could not be predicted, and would all depend
on his reactions and needs.
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Re P (A Child: A Remote Hearing) 

[2020] EWFC 32

Re Q [2020] EWHC 1109 (Fam)

In v DK [2020] EWFC 35

Re QD (Habitual Residence) (No.2) 

7. Covid-19 Case Law
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7. Covid-19 Caselaw (1 of 1)

• Re P (A Child: A Remote Hearing) [2020] EWFC 32: The President of the Family

division considered in detail whether a particular case was appropriate for a remote hearing.
Whilst this case is helpful in considering whether a remote hearing is appropriate, the facts of
that case were very specific as it dealt with complex allegations of Fictitious of Induced illness.
We have, of course also had the benefit of the Remote Hearing Consultation in respect of remote
hearings.

• Re Q [2020] EWHC 1109 (Fam): This was an appeal against a decision to adjourn a final

hearing where a judge had only recently determined that the case could go ahead remotely. The
decision was reviewed on the basis that Re P had just been published, and it was argued for the
appeal that Re P had not been correctly applied. The Court found that Re P had been correctly
applied but held that there had been a failure of process and the issue of welfare had not been
adequately considered.

• IN v DK [2020] EWFD 35: This case involved the removal of a child to Greece by the mother

on 20 March 2020, three days before this country went into Lock down. The mother said she
thought the child would be at less risk of Covid-19 in Greece. The father pursued but Hague
Convention 1980 in Greece and issues sought a return order under the Children Act 1989 and a
declaration that the child was habitually resident in England and Wales. Mostyn J made the
declaration of habitual residence but refused to order a summary return on the basis that Court
of Appeal guidance required him to wait for the proceedings in Greece to conclude.

• Re QD (Habitual Residence)(No.2) [2020] EWCOP 14: This is not a children case but a

case involving the wrongful removal of a man in his 60s (QD) who suffered from Dementia, from

Spain to England. A hearing on 25 March 2020 was supposed to consider a return which had
suddenly become impractical due to Covid-19 restrictions. The hearing was found to be
ineffective and a review was ordered in 3-4 months with the applicants conceded that QD’s
continued presence in this country could not lead in any way him acquiring habitual residence
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Upcoming Family webinars

• Update on public children (2020) – 2ndJune 2020

• Update on the law of cohabitants (2020) – 23rd June 2020

• Sharia Law (2020) – 21st July 2020
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Thank you and reminders

• This webinar is designed to help solicitors meet requirements A2 (Maintain competence and legal 
knowledge) and A4 (Draw on detailed knowledge/understanding) of the SRA's Statement of 
solicitor competence. You may also use the quiz, which can be accessed via the "Take a quiz" link 
on the webinar details page, to reinforce your understanding of the webinar content. You should 
answer 7 out of 10 questions correctly and will have two attempts at the quiz. 

• Please submit feedback via the survey screen.

• This webinar will be archived immediately, and will be available to view on-demand for 24
months.

• A transcript of the webinar can be made available on request within 48 hours.

• You can use the training and evaluation record form which is included in the supporting materials 
for this webinar to log this training activity and how it relates to the continuing competences that 
the SRA requires from all solicitors.

If you have any queries, please contact us:

webinars@lexisnexis.co.uk 

+44 (0) 330 161 2401

@LexisUKWebinars

lexisnexis-webinars

Thank you for attending.

We hope you’ve enjoyed this session.

Bespoke in-house training solutions

• Tailored for your business

• Extensive portfolio of expert presenters

• All areas of legal practice covered

• Location of your choice

Find out more - http://www.lexiswebinars.co.uk/in-house-training
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